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When should you use tau? When should you use tau?
I can usually tell when it is a good idea to use a tau-
shaped glissando, since it is generally a minor triad
that goes from its root position or chord into a major
triad. When should you use tau, and what are the
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alternatives? A: Tau is good for rhythmic chromatic
harmony on its own. If you use it as a starting tone,
then you can play it at the end of the chord without
adding any consonance or dissonance, so you can
walk on it in either direction (travelling on it is just a
case of slightly altering the volume of the chord in
question). You can even use it as a chord in its own
right as a prelude to something that will be answered
by a dominant chord. A: You are correct in that it's a
good choice when you're traversing a pitch in a
major/minor key space. There are four different
ways to do taus with different musical results. A
three note taus with the "G" of the chord being the
lowest note A two-octave taus that begins on the C
(or however the key signature is written) and ends on
the A A three note, half-step tau that is based on a
third degree chord A one-octave taus that starts on
the A and ends on the G Using '1' as an example:
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Travelling from "F" to "G" is usually done by using
"3" Travelling from "E" to "G" is usually done by
using "2" Travelling from "D" to
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with high quality.Q: What is the difference between

[DataContract] and [DataMember] What is the
difference between [DataContract] public class

UserRegistration { public string UserName { get; set;
} public string Password { get; set; } public string

ConfirmPassword { get; set; } } and [DataMember]
public class UserRegistration { public string

UserName { get; set; } public string Password { get;
set; } public string ConfirmPassword { get; set; } }

when serializing and deserializing A: [DataContract]
We can take this as defining our own way of packing

data in XML form. When using Datacontracts we
expect a definite shape of the XML we want to

send/retrieve. While [DataMember] can be used for
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metadata as well. When using datacontracts, the
Content-Type header will be set to

'application/soap+xml' by default and you will need
to change that to the desired MediaType by setting

the XmlMediaTypeFormatter. Note: DataContracts is
only serialization not deserialization [DataMember]

We can take this as adding readonly properties in our
classes to preserve metadata. In this case, it will set

the Content 3da54e8ca3
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